Background Oral semaglutide is a novel tablet containing the human glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) analogue semaglutide, co-formulated with the absorption enhancer sodium N- (8-[2-hydroxybenzoyl] amino) caprylate (SNAC). The safety and pharmacokinetics of oral semaglutide were investigated in two randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials. Methods In a single-dose, first-in-human trial, 135 healthy males received oral semaglutide (2-20 mg semaglutide coformulated with 150-600 mg SNAC) or placebo with SNAC. In a 10-week, once-daily, multiple-dose trial, 84 healthy males received 20 or 40 mg oral semaglutide (with 300 mg SNAC), placebo, or placebo with SNAC, and 23 males with type 2 diabetes (T2D) received 40 mg oral semaglutide (with 300 mg SNAC), placebo, or placebo with SNAC. Results Oral semaglutide was safe and well-tolerated in both trials. The majority of adverse events (AEs) were mild, with the most common AEs being gastrointestinal disorders. In the single-dose trial, semaglutide exposure was highest when coformulated with 300 mg SNAC. In the multiple-dose trial, semaglutide exposure was approximately twofold higher with 40 versus 20 mg oral semaglutide in healthy males, in accordance with dose proportionality, and was similar between healthy males and males with T2D. The half-life of semaglutide was approximately 1 week in all groups. Conclusion The safety profile of oral semaglutide was as expected for the GLP-1 receptor agonist drug class. Oral semaglutide co-formulated with 300 mg SNAC was chosen for further clinical development. The pharmacokinetic results supported that oral semaglutide is suitable for once-daily dosing. ClinicalTrials.gov identifiers NCT01037582, NCT01686945. 
Introduction
Significant challenges in obtaining sufficient systemic exposure of orally administered peptide-and protein-based drugs are due to the acidic environment and presence of proteolytic enzymes in the stomach, and the limited permeability of peptides and proteins through the gastrointestinal epithelium [1, 2] . However, many patients prefer oral drug administration compared with alternative delivery routes, likely due to the simplicity and convenience of tablet administration, which could lead to improved compliance [1] . Consequently, several solutions have been developed to facilitate oral peptide and protein delivery [1, 3] .
Semaglutide is a human glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) analogue developed for the treatment of type 2 diabetes (T2D). In addition to a formulation of semaglutide for onceweekly subcutaneous administration [4] , a tablet formulation of semaglutide has also been developed, where semaglutide is co-formulated with the absorption enhancer sodium N- (8-[2-hydroxybenzoyl] amino) caprylate (SNAC), thereby providing the first GLP-1 receptor agonist to be administered orally (oral semaglutide). SNAC has been shown to facilitate the absorption of semaglutide across the gastric epithelium in a concentration-dependent manner, primarily via the transcellular route [5] . SNAC has previously been co-formulated with heparin, ibandronate and vitamin B12, leading to increased systemic bioavailability of these compounds after oral administration in humans [6] [7] [8] .
The purpose of the present investigation was to generate the first safety, pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic data for oral semaglutide in healthy subjects and subjects with T2D. In a first-in-human trial in healthy subjects, single ascending doses of oral semaglutide were tested ('single-dose trial'). Variable amounts of SNAC in the formulation were used to gain information on the optimal amount of SNAC. Subsequently, a 10-week, once-daily, multiple-dose trial in healthy males and males with T2D was conducted to evaluate the safety, pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of oral semaglutide at steady state ('multiple-dose trial').
Methods

Trial Design
Both trials were randomised, placebo-controlled, doubleblind trials ( Fig. 1) , each conducted at single sites (Parexel International, Harrow, UK, and Parexel International GmbH, Berlin, Germany, respectively). The trial protocols and subject information/informed consent forms were reviewed and approved by independent ethics committees (Capenhurst Independent Research Ethics Committee and Ethik-Kommission des Landes Berlin, respectively), and by appropriate health authorities according to local regulations. The trials were performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the International Conference on Harmonisation Good Clinical Practice. Written informed consent was provided by all subjects prior to any trial-related activities. The trials were registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (trial identifiers: NCT01037582 and NCT01686945, respectively).
Participants
In the single-dose trial, eligible subjects were healthy males, aged 18-50 years with a body weight of 65.0-95.0 kg and a body mass index (BMI) of 18.5-27.5 kg/m 2 . In the multipledose trial, eligible subjects were healthy males, aged 18-64 years, with a BMI of 20.0-29.9 kg/m 2 , and males with T2D diagnosed within the last 10 years, treated with diet and exercise and/or metformin, aged 18-64 years, with a BMI of 20.0-37.0 kg/m 2 and glycosylated haemoglobin (HbA 1c ) of 6.5-9.0%.
Subjects were excluded if they had clinically significant concomitant diseases or disorders, clinically significant abnormal values in laboratory screening tests, any history of gastrointestinal surgery (except uncomplicated surgical procedures such as appendectomy and hernia surgery), or if they smoked more than five cigarettes or the equivalent per day.
Procedures
The single-dose trial consisted of parts 1a, 1b and 2 ( Fig. 1) . In part 1a, four ascending dose groups were tested in a sequential design. The decision to proceed to the next dose level was made by a safety group with access to a blinded clinical safety report prepared by the investigator and blinded preliminary pharmacokinetic data for semaglutide. In part 1b, three additional dose groups were tested in a parallel design, and, in part 2, three of the doses from part 1 were selected (by the safety group) to be repeated in a parallel design in another three groups. Within each dose group, subjects were randomised to receive either oral semaglutide or placebo containing matching amounts of SNAC. Part 2 also included two additional dose groups (intravenous and subcutaneous semaglutide) in order to investigate the absolute and relative bioavailability of oral semaglutide. However, bioavailability could not be reliably estimated since the chosen dose level for intravenous administration was too low for the terminal part of the concentration-time curve to be apparent, and the plasma semaglutide exposure levels in this single-dose trial were generally insufficient for a robust estimation of bioavailability. Therefore, these data are not shown.
Subjects came to the clinic the day before dosing and fasted overnight for ≥10 h before dosing (water ad libitum was allowed until 1 h before dosing). Subjects received a single tablet of oral semaglutide or placebo with SNAC administered with 50 mL water and followed by 5 h of postdose fasting. Subjects stayed at the clinic until 8 days after dosing. Oral semaglutide tablets used in the single-dose trial differed from those that have subsequently been used in the oral semaglutide development programme (including the multiple-dose trial). The tablets used in the single-dose trial contained synthetic semaglutide and the manufacturing included a wet granulation step, while those in subsequent trials contained recombinant semaglutide and the manufacturing included a dry granulation step.
In the multiple-dose trial, subjects were originally allocated to four cohorts in a semi-parallel design: healthy subjects receiving oral semaglutide maintenance doses of 20, 40 or 60 mg, and subjects with T2D receiving a maintenance dose of 60 mg. Within each cohort, subjects were randomised to once-daily treatment for 10 weeks with either oral semaglutide tablets (co-formulated with 300 mg SNAC), placebo tablets or placebo tablets with SNAC (300 mg). In order to mitigate gastrointestinal adverse events (AEs), the semaglutide dose level was step-wise escalated starting with 5 mg during week 1, increasing to 10 mg during week 2 and 20 mg from week 3. Depending on the decision of the safety group to proceed to a higher dose level, it was planned to escalate to 40 mg from week 5 (in the 40 and 60 mg cohorts), and to 60 mg from week 7 (in the 60 mg cohort). However, after escalation to 40 mg, it was decided not to escalate further since it was assessed that the 60 mg dose level would lead to an unacceptable number of AEs. The two cohorts of healthy subjects to receive 40 and 60 mg were combined and the cohort of subjects with T2D to receive 60 mg was adjusted to 40 mg, thus resulting in three cohorts: healthy oral semaglutide 20 and 40 mg, and T2D 40 mg. On each day of the 10-week treatment period, oral administration was performed in the morning after an overnight fast of ≥10 h (water was allowed until 2 h before dosing) followed by 2-h post-dose fasting where subjects were not allowed to take any other oral concomitant medications. Dosing was overseen by trial staff during visits to the clinic, but otherwise handled by the subjects. Blood samples for determination of semaglutide and SNAC concentrations in plasma were drawn at predefined time points, as shown in electronic supplementary Tables S1 and S2.
Assessments
Safety assessments included AEs, hypoglycaemic episodes, laboratory safety parameters, physical examination, vital signs and electrocardiogram. Hypoglycaemic episodes were defined as 'confirmed' when they were either 'severe' as according to the 2005 American Diabetes Association definition, i.e. requiring third-party assistance [9] , or verified by a plasma glucose level < 3.1 mmol/L.
In the single-dose trial, semaglutide was measured using a validated luminescence oxygen channelling immunoassay (LOCI); however, the results from this assay revealed that semaglutide plasma concentrations appeared to be underestimated due to a matrix effect. Therefore, semaglutide concentration-time profiles are presented using an arbitrary scale. In the multiple-dose trial, semaglutide was measured by means of a validated assay using plasma protein precipitation followed by liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry detection, with a lower limit of quantification (LLOQ) of 0.73 nmol/L. In both trials, SNAC was measured by a validated method using a cohesive turbulent flow system equipped with a triple quadruple mass spectrometer, with an LLOQ of 5.0 ng/mL.
Endpoints
The primary endpoint in the single-dose trial comprised all safety assessments, while the primary endpoint in the multiple-dose trial was the number of AEs.
Pharmacokinetic endpoints were derived after a single dose of trial product (single-dose trial) and at steady state after 10 weeks of once-daily dosing (multiple-dose trial). Area under the semaglutide plasma concentration-time curve from 0 to 24 h at steady state (AUC 0-24 h,semaglutide,SS ) was determined using a standard non-compartmental method applying the trapezoidal rule on observed concentrations and the actual sampling time points. Maximum plasma semaglutide concentration at steady state (C max,semaglutide,SS ) was derived from the observed pharmacokinetic profiles. Both AUC 0-24 h,semaglutide,SS and C max,semaglutide,SS were derived on days 68, 69 and 70 of the 10-week treatment period. The terminal half-life of semaglutide (t ½,semaglutide,SS ) was calculated as ln(2)/λ z , where the terminal elimination rate constant λ z was estimated by log-linear regression on the terminal part of the pharmacokinetic profiles. No pharmacokinetic endpoints are presented for semaglutide in the single-dose trial due to the apparent underestimation of semaglutide concentrations with the applied pharmacokinetic assay (see Sect. 2.4).
The AUC and C max endpoints for SNAC in the singledose (AUC 0-5 h,SNAC,SD and C max,SNAC,SD ) and multiple-dose (AUC 0-24 h,SNAC,SS and C max,SNAC,SS ) trials were derived as described above for semaglutide endpoints. The time to maximum plasma SNAC concentration (t max,SNAC,SD and t max,SNAC,SS , respectively) was derived from the observed SNAC pharmacokinetic profiles.
Statistical Analyses
In the single-dose trial, no formal sample size calculation was performed for part 1. A total of 10 subjects receiving oral semaglutide and 2 subjects receiving placebo with SNAC per treatment group was considered adequate for the primary endpoint (safety assessment). In part 2 of the single-dose trial, the sample size of 14 subjects receiving oral semaglutide and 3 subjects receiving placebo with SNAC per treatment group was based on a comparison of AUC between the oral semaglutide treatment groups and the treatment group receiving intravenous semaglutide (data not shown).
In the multiple-dose trial, no formal sample size calculation was performed for the primary endpoint (number of AEs). The sample size was based on the precision of the ratio of AUC 0-24 h,semaglutide,SS between the oral semaglutide treatment groups. Based on a previous trial, it was assumed that the standard deviation for the log-transformed AUC 0-24 h,semaglutide,SS was 0.51. A total of 13 subjects with evaluable pharmacokinetic profiles would then result in a probability of at least 80% to obtain a 95% confidence interval (CI) for any treatment group ratio within the range of 0.67 to 1.59 times the estimated mean treatment group ratio. This range was assessed to be sufficiently narrow. In order to account for withdrawn subjects and non-evaluable pharmacokinetic profiles, it was planned to randomise 16 subjects in each oral semaglutide treatment group.
In both trials, safety endpoints were summarised by descriptive statistics using the safety analysis set comprising all subjects receiving at least one dose of trial product.
Statistical analyses were performed using SAS versions 9.3 or 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). All statistical tests were two-sided with 5% significance level and were performed on the full analysis set comprising all randomised subjects receiving at least one dose of trial product. Statistical analyses were not controlled for multiplicity.
In the single-dose trial, AUC 0-5 h,SNAC,SD , C max,SNAC,SD and t max,SNAC,SD were summarised by descriptive statistics. SNAC pharmacokinetics in subjects receiving placebo with SNAC were not included since the main purpose of administering placebo with SNAC was to investigate safety.
In the multiple-dose trial, AUC 0-24 h,semaglutide,SS and C max,semaglutide,SS on days 68, 69 and 70 were log-transformed and analysed in linear mixed models with treatment (oral semaglutide 20 and 40 mg in healthy subjects and oral semaglutide 40 mg in subjects with T2D) as a fixed effect, subject as a random effect, and allowing for different within-subject and between-subject variations in each cohort. The t ½,semaglutide,SS , AUC 0-24 h,SNAC,SS , C max,SNAC,SS and t max,SNAC,SS were all summarised by descriptive statistics. Changes from baseline in body weight and HbA 1c were analysed using mixed models for repeated measures (MMRM) with time, cohort (healthy, T2D), and treatment (oral semaglutide 20 and 40 mg, placebo, placebo with SNAC) as fixed effects, and baseline value as a covariate. The effect of the baseline parameter was allowed to vary by cohort and treatment, while the treatment effect was allowed to vary by cohort and visit. Within-subject repeated measurements were incorporated with an unstructured covariance structure.
Results
Subject Disposition and Characteristics
In the single-dose trial, 389 male subjects were screened, 135 were randomised and exposed to oral administration, and 134 completed the trial (electronic supplementary Fig. S1 ). An additional 20 subjects were randomised to subcutaneous or intravenous administration of semaglutide (not shown). All 135 exposed subjects were included in the safety analysis set and the full analysis set. In the multiple-dose trial, 245 male subjects were screened, 107 were enrolled, randomised and exposed (84 healthy males and 23 males with T2D), and 92 completed the trial (electronic supplementary Fig. S2 ). All 107 exposed subjects were included in the safety analysis set and the full analysis set.
Subject characteristics overall for each of the two trials are shown in Table 1 , while subject characteristics for each treatment group are shown in electronic supplementary Tables S3 and S4. 
Single-Dose Trial
Safety After a Single Dose of Oral Semaglutide
An overview of reported AEs in the single-dose trial is shown in electronic supplementary Table S5 . A total of 104 AEs were reported in 55 subjects (41%). No systematic differences in the overall proportion of subjects reporting AEs were observed between treatment groups (where the pooled placebo group consisted of all subjects receiving placebo with different amounts of SNAC). The most common AEs were headache (15% vs. 4% of subjects receiving oral semaglutide vs. placebo with SNAC) and gastrointestinal disorders (14% vs. 13%). The majority of AEs were mild (99 AEs), while 5 AEs were moderate. All subjects recovered from the AEs. There were no severe or serious AEs and no subjects were withdrawn due to AEs. A total of 13 confirmed hypoglycaemic episodes were reported in 9 subjects, with no systematic distribution between treatment groups. No severe hypoglycaemic episodes were reported. No clinically relevant changes were observed in vital signs and laboratory safety parameters, and in the overall interpretation of physical examination and electrocardiogram.
Semaglutide Pharmacokinetics After a Single Dose
In the single-dose trial, a high proportion of subjects distributed among all oral semaglutide treatment arms had no measurable semaglutide in plasma (64 of 112 subjects). The effect of varying the amount of SNAC in the oral semaglutide tablet from 150 to 600 mg on the plasma exposure of semaglutide is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Semaglutide exposure levels were highest with 300 mg SNAC, suggesting that 300 mg, compared with 150 or 600 mg, is the optimal amount of SNAC to enhance absorption of oral semaglutide.
At a fixed amount of 300 mg SNAC, both the proportion of subjects with measurable semaglutide in plasma, and the semaglutide exposure, appeared to increase with increasing dose of oral semaglutide from 2 to 10 mg (Table 2; Fig. 3 ).
SNAC Pharmacokinetics After a Single Dose of Oral Semaglutide
Geometric mean AUC 0-5 h,SNAC,SD ranged from 383 ng·h/mL for 5 mg semaglutide/150 mg SNAC to 1821 ng·h/mL for 20 mg semaglutide/600 mg SNAC (electronic supplementary  Table S6 ). Geometric mean C max,SNAC,SD ranged from 432 ng/mL 
Multiple-Dose Trial
Safety After Multiple Doses of Oral Semaglutide
An overview of reported AEs in the multiple-dose trial is shown in Table 3 , while the AEs reported in the highest proportion of subjects are summarised per system organ class and preferred term in electronic supplementary Table S7 . A total of 662 AEs were reported in 99 subjects (93%). A similar proportion of subjects reported AEs across treatment groups. The most commonly reported AEs were gastrointestinal disorders. Among the healthy subjects, 50%, 84%, 28% and 72% of subjects reported gastrointestinal disorders for oral semaglutide 20 mg, oral semaglutide 40 mg, placebo and placebo with SNAC, respectively. Among subjects with T2D, 73%, 50% and 33% of subjects reported gastrointestinal disorders for oral semaglutide 40 mg, placebo and placebo with SNAC, respectively. The majority of AEs were mild; however, the severity of AEs increased with increasing dose of semaglutide. The majority of subjects recovered from the AEs at the end of the trial. Four serious AEs were reported in 3 subjects: vomiting (healthy placebo), atrial fibrillation (T2D placebo) and upper abdominal pain and aortic aneurysm (T2D 40 mg). All 3 subjects recovered from the serious AEs. A total of 11 healthy subjects and 4 subjects with T2D were withdrawn from the trial due to AEs. The AE withdrawals in healthy subjects were in the oral semaglutide 20 mg (1 subject; decreased appetite and nausea), oral semaglutide 40 mg [7 subjects; increased lipase (4), decreased appetite and nausea (2), vomiting], placebo (2 subjects; increased lipase and a serious AE of vomiting) and placebo with SNAC (1 subject; medication error) treatment groups, and those AE withdrawals in subjects with T2D were in the oral semaglutide 40 mg (3 subjects; increased lipase, vomiting and a serious AE of aortic aneurysm) and placebo (1 subject; serious AE of atrial fibrillation) treatment groups (increased lipase > 3 times the upper normal limit was a withdrawal criterion). A total of four confirmed hypoglycaemic episodes were reported in 4 healthy subjects. No severe hypoglycaemic episodes were reported. In the oral semaglutide treatment groups, mean levels of lipase increased by approximately 30-75% during the course of the trial. Compared with placebo, a mean increase in pulse rate of 7, 8 and 5 beats/min was observed for healthy subjects receiving 20 and 40 mg and subjects with T2D receiving 40 mg, respectively. Mean systolic blood pressure did not change systematically in healthy subjects, but decreased 13 mmHg (from 142 mmHg at baseline) with oral semaglutide 40 mg versus placebo in subjects with T2D. No systematic changes were observed in diastolic blood pressure and in the overall interpretation of physical examination and electrocardiogram.
Semaglutide Pharmacokinetics After Multiple Doses
At steady state, in healthy subjects, semaglutide plasma exposure was approximately twofold higher with oral semaglutide 40 mg vs. 20 mg. Furthermore, semaglutide plasma exposure did not differ between healthy subjects receiving 40 mg and subjects with T2D receiving 40 mg (Figs. 4, 5) . The t ½,semaglutide,SS was comparable between treatment groups, with geometric means of 153, 161 and 158 h in healthy subjects receiving 20 and 40 mg and subjects with T2D receiving 40 mg, respectively, i.e. approximately 1 week for all groups.
The estimated mean within-subject day-to-day variability in AUC 0-24 h,semaglutide,SS and C max,semaglutide,SS ranged between 19.7% and 34.9% across the three treatment groups, while the total variability (which consists of both the within-subject day-to-day variability and the between-subject variability) ranged between 63.6% and 84.4% (electronic supplementary Table S8 ). 
SNAC Pharmacokinetics After Multiple Doses of Oral Semaglutide
Arithmetic mean 24-h SNAC plasma concentration-time profiles at steady state showed rapid absorption of SNAC and close to complete elimination at 12 h after dosing (electronic supplementary Fig. S3 ). The geometric mean AUC 0-24 h,SNAC,SS and C max,SNAC,SS appeared to be comparable between the oral semaglutide treatment groups, ranging from 1206 to 1636 ng·h/mL for AUC 0-24 h,SNAC,SS and from 579 to 658 ng/mL for C max,SNAC,SS (electronic supplementary  Table S9 ). Median t max,SNAC,SS was 0.50 h in both treatment groups of healthy subjects and 1.43 h in subjects with T2D.
No accumulation of SNAC plasma exposure was observed during the 10 weeks of once-daily dosing (data not shown).
Pharmacodynamics After Multiple Doses of Oral Semaglutide
In subjects with T2D, a statistically significant decrease in HbA 1c from a mean baseline level of 7.5% was seen after 10 weeks of treatment with 40 mg oral semaglutide versus placebo (treatment difference in change from baseline − 1.5% [95% CI − 1. 
Discussion
The two current trials investigated the safety and pharmacokinetics of the novel human GLP-1 analogue oral semaglutide during ascending single and multiple dosing. No safety concerns were identified in the two trials and the overall safety profile of oral semaglutide was as expected for the GLP-1 receptor agonist drug class. The pharmacokinetic properties of oral semaglutide were comparable in healthy subjects and subjects with T2D, and support the use of oral semaglutide for once-daily dosing.
The current single-dose trial investigated the pharmacokinetic properties of different combinations of semaglutide and SNAC in the tablet in order to determine the amount of SNAC that provided the largest systemic absorption of semaglutide. At 5 mg semaglutide, co-formulation with 300 mg SNAC resulted in substantially greater semaglutide plasma exposure compared with co-formulation with 150 mg SNAC. At 10 mg semaglutide, co-formulation with 300 mg SNAC resulted in slightly greater semaglutide plasma exposure compared with co-formulation with 600 mg SNAC. Thus, it seems that 300 mg SNAC in the oral semaglutide tablet is optimal to ensure the largest possible systemic absorption of semaglutide compared with both smaller and larger amounts of SNAC. Interestingly, a greater amount of SNAC in the tablet did not always lead to increased semaglutide exposure. Similar results were previously demonstrated when ibandronate was co-formulated with different amounts of SNAC [7] . Based on the current findings, a fixed amount of 300 mg SNAC was chosen for all dose strengths of semaglutide for further clinical development.
The therapeutic potential of oral semaglutide in the treatment of T2D was demonstrated in the multiple-dose trial. In subjects with T2D, once-daily dosing of 40 mg oral semaglutide for 10 weeks led to an HbA 1c reduction of 1.5% points and a body weight reduction of 5.4 kg relative to placebo treatment. Body weight was also reduced with oral semaglutide versus placebo in healthy subjects. The current findings have subsequently been supported by results from the phase II dose-finding trial with oral semaglutide in subjects with T2D [10] . During 26 weeks of oral semaglutide treatment, dose levels of 2.5-40 mg significantly reduced HbA 1c by 0.4 to 1.6% points versus placebo, and dose levels of 10-40 mg led to a significant body weight loss of 3.6-5.7 kg versus placebo [10] . The ability of oral semaglutide to improve glycaemic control and reduce body weight, as well as its effect on other clinical outcomes, are currently being investigated in phase III clinical trials.
In the single-dose trial, a number of subjects had no measurable semaglutide in plasma following dosing of oral semaglutide. This finding may be explained by low bioavailability of oral semaglutide in combination with a relatively high degree of variability in exposure after a single dose. However, therapeutic plasma levels of semaglutide are obtained at steady state in all subjects treated with once-daily oral semaglutide. This is due to the long halflife of oral semaglutide of approximately 1 week, leading to overlap in exposure from consecutive doses during once-daily dosing. The consequence is a reduced impact if a single dose is absorbed to a limited extent and, furthermore, a decreased variability in day-to-day semaglutide exposure. Thus, in the multiple-dose trial, the within-subject day-to-day variability in oral semaglutide exposure was only 20-35% at steady state. However, a total variability in semaglutide exposure of 65-85% was observed, suggesting that some between-subject variability occurs in the absorption of oral semaglutide. Nevertheless, as discussed above, a clinically relevant effect of once-daily oral semaglutide was observed with respect to improvement of glycaemic control as well as body weight reduction, both in the current multiple-dose trial and in the phase II trial [10] . In fact, with the exception of the lowest treatment dose investigated (2.5 mg oral semaglutide), almost 100% of patients experienced a reduction in HbA 1c in the phase II trial, indicating that the variability in semaglutide exposure is not likely to affect the proportion of subjects with a clinically relevant treatment response [10] .
The safety and pharmacodynamic results in the multiple-dose trial must be interpreted in light of the high dose levels (20-40 mg oral semaglutide) and the relatively fast initial dose escalation in this trial compared with the phase III trials, where dose levels of 3-14 mg oral semaglutide are investigated and a slower initial dose escalation is used to minimise gastrointestinal adverse effects. Furthermore, subjects in the multiple-dose trial fasted for 2 h after each dosing of oral semaglutide, while the more recent dosing guidance used in the phase III trials requests subjects to fast for at least 30 min after dosing. Extended post-dose fasting leads to greater exposure of oral semaglutide [11] and may also increase the risk of headache per se. Therefore, the frequency of AEs seen in the current multipledose trial may not be reflective of the frequency of AEs for oral semaglutide at the doses expected to be used in the clinical setting and following the most recent recommendations on dosing conditions.
One strength of the present investigation was the comprehensive number of different treatment groups tested in the two trials, as well as the inclusion of placebo groups. In order to minimise the variability in hormone levels and other factors that might affect the pharmacokinetic response, only male subjects were included in the current trials. This may be seen as a potential limitation to the applicability of the present results. Following subcutaneous administration, there is no effect of gender on the pharmacokinetics of semaglutide [12] . However, additional trials will be needed in order to investigate if the pharmacokinetic properties of oral semaglutide are comparable between males and females. A limitation of the single-dose trial was the apparent underestimation of semaglutide plasma concentrations with the applied LOCI assay due to a matrix effect. However, the relative concentrations could still be used and provided a valid basis for choosing the optimal amount of SNAC in the tablet formulation for future clinical development. A limitation of the multiple-dose trial was the low number of subjects with T2D, implying that, in particular, the pharmacodynamic results from this trial should be interpreted carefully. Nonetheless, it is reassuring that the reductions in HbA 1c and body weight from the multiple-dose trial are consistent with those results obtained in a substantially higher number of subjects in the phase II trial with oral semaglutide [10] .
Conclusion
Following single and multiple ascending doses, oral semaglutide up to 40 mg was safe and tolerable, with a safety profile as expected for the GLP-1 receptor agonist drug class. The pharmacokinetic properties of oral semaglutide were comparable in healthy subjects and subjects with T2D, and supported that oral semaglutide is suitable for once-daily dosing. Based on the pharmacokinetic results, oral semaglutide co-formulated with a fixed amount of 300 mg SNAC was chosen for further clinical development. The current efficacy results suggest that oral semaglutide can improve glycaemic control and reduce body weight in patients with T2D.
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